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 President’s Forward 

 

 

There is much creative work to enjoy in Dyer Statements this year. I am very 

grateful to our Editor, Dr. William Northcutt, for encouraging the many 

contributors to publish their work in this Arts and Literature Journal of DSCC. The 

range of human experiences expressed in the following pages is amazing and 

fascinating. I hope your curiosity is stimulated as you turn these virtual pages. 
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Editor’s Forward 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This issue of Dyer Statements contains work by current and former DSCC 

students, DSCC staff, faculty, and administration.  Truly a community effort, the 

Spring 2015 issue speaks of the diversity of our community, the diversity of our 

points of view.  Each of the works contained is in real ways a part of discussions, 

which connects us not only to the DSCC community but also to the world.  Our 

issue contains photos, still life pictures, portraits, poetry, and prose that join the 

discourse of the world.   
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human portraits: short story 

 

The Vigilante 

eli mccaig 

 

The moon looms over the city this night. A young couple walks down the 

sidewalk. Her arms are wrapped around the young man’s waist while his left arm 

is over her shoulders. He looks around to make sure that no one is around them. 

A noise of a can rolling on the ground is heard from the alleyway to their right. 

They stop and look over. The darkness covers any that could be seen, but 

footsteps could be heard. The couple begins to walk away only to see a 

towering figure halting them. This figure has masculine features and a scar on his 

right eye making the eye permanently shut. He backs the couple into the 

alleyway. They are stopped by a more rotund man with a thick beard. The 

couple’s faces begin to show fear. 

 “Why are you two afraid?” the bearded man asks. “We’re not going to 

hurt you. We’re just going to ask for a few things; if you don’t give us what we 

ask, we’re going to make you wish you did.” 

 The tall man says, “Give us any pieces of jewelry you may have, along 

with your wallet.” 

 The man of the couple does not move, but the woman tries to persuade 

him by saying, “I don’t want you to get hurt for trying to be brave. Just give him 

your wallet.” 

 The man still refuses to move, so the bearded man pulls out a revolver and 

points it at the couple. 

 “Now, I’m asking one more time. Give me the wallet.” 
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 The man remains still. The bearded man looks back at his partner with a 

look of confusion on his face. He looks back at the man and shrugs. He cocks 

the gun and is beginning to shoot. Out of nowhere, an arrow hits the gun 

knocking it out of the bearded man’s hand. The two robbers look up the 

alleyway and see no one. 

 The bearded man shouts out, “Hey, whoever you are, we know you’re 

there. Come out or we’ll kill the couple.” 

 There is no response. Another arrow is shot to the ground in front of the 

robbers. Mist slowly begins to cover the alleyway. The couple slowly begins to slip 

away from the robbers. The tall man looks over to them and grabs the woman. 

The man tries to grab her, but the bearded man punches him in the face. The 

tall man holds the woman by her throat and just begins to look around the 

alleyway. The bearded man looks back into the alleyway. 

 “Ok, we got a hostage. If you try anything, we’ll kill her.” 

 An arrow is shot at the tall man’s forearm. He releases the woman, and 

she quickly runs back to her boyfriend. She is able to help him up, and the two 

run away. The robbers remain at the alleyway beginning to feel fear. An 

ominous voice is heard in the alleyway. 

 “Now, since there is no collateral damage present, I can begin.” 

 A figure pops out of the darkness and begins to fight the two men. He 

punches the bearded man in his nose. The bearded man is hurt and walks away 

from the fight; however, the fight continues between the figure and the tall 

man. The figure is quick, so it is able to outmaneuver the tall man. After a few 

quick blows to the tall man, the figure jumps on top of a dumpster and performs 

a spinning heel kick to the tall man’s temple. The tall man falls to the ground 

knocked unconscious. 
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 As the bearded man is running away, he is caught by the ankles by a 

rope. He drops to the ground as he is being dragged back to the alleyway. He is 

slowly lifted above the ground to a fire escape. He is upside down looking at the 

figure. 

 “Look man, I promise I won’t do this again,” pleads the bearded man, “I 

don’t want you to kill me. I want to live.” 

 “I’m not going to kill you,” says the distorted voice of the figure, “I just 

want you to know that no matter what happens I’ll be watching over this city. 

When you’re in jail, tell all your friends that I’m watching over this city. No matter 

who tries to stop me, I’ll keep on coming.” 

 “Who the hell are you?” 

 The figure moves his face out of the darkness. A mask covers the eyes of a 

young face. Over the face is a green hood. 

 “I’m the Archer.” 

 The Archer drops the man into the dumpster. He shoots an arrow at the 

bearded man that turns into a rope that spins around and wraps the man’s arms 

together to his torso. The Archer runs away from the alleyway and begins to 

jump over rooftops.  
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views of the world 

 

 

 

 

margerie 

 

tanga mccullough 
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human portraits: love 

 

 

amber carlisle 

 

I know they say that the person who cares the least holds all the power in a 

situation.  Although I know deep down this is true, I somehow wish that it wasn't.  

Just like I wish that the pretty words you murmur in my ear hadn't been 

regurgitated to numerous women before me in a feeble attempt to steal their 

hearts, like you have stolen mine.  “Why does one need so many hearts?” some 

might inquire, but the answer to that question is quite transparent to me. A 

person that collects hearts so recklessly is merely a broken soul themselves, 

collecting the shattered bits of others hearts in an attempt to make their own 

heart.  A heart that is capable of love and emotions that are not merely of the 

flesh, but of the entire being.  It is a notion vaguely remembered from ages ago 

when their heart was still whole;  Back before someone murmured sweet 

nothings into their ear for the sole pleasure of harvesting the shattered pieces to 

try to make a patchwork heart.  
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human portraits 

 

Dorothy 

 

 

shirley b. smith  
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human portraits 
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home sketches 

 

Barn Light   

tanga mccullough 

Sun light coming through a barn 

Each individual ray 

For years they brilliantly danced 

On my face 

They were beautiful 

Then suddenly darkness 

Cold, dark and stale 

Slowly the beams start coming back 

Then they grow dim again 

Is it a cloud passing? 

Or is someone nailing up boards 

So no light will shine through 
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home sketches 
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home sketches 
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human portraits: short story 

 

 

Why Did the Man Cross the Road? 

aaron smith 

 

Time slows. 

 

My right foot falls hard on the pavement as I begin to gather speed. I can feel 

the thick, hot sensation of seldom used muscles being thrown into action as pain 

from that first jolt slowly crashes up my calf and thigh. The placement of every 

toe, the distribution of weight, the force put upon the joints; all this information is 

processed and disseminated as subsystems of my brain take over, quickly 

relaying data and instructions while attempting to keep them from being 

burned out by my singular imperative. 

 

GET TO THE BOY! 

 

The torque of my hips sends shocks of pain up my spine. To delay weakening, 

my brain throws up thoughts and memories to spur my body into higher 

performance. 
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I am five years old. Small for my age. My sandals fly away from my feet as I run, 

faster than I have ever run before. The dog is catching me up. Rounding the 

corner, I see the fence. Was it that tall before? It seems mountainous. I sprang 

over it with ease from the other side not but minutes ago. I hear the dog round 

the corner. He's close; much closer than before. I hear his bark, smell his breath, 

and feel his anger, his need. "Chase!" his instincts must be spilling into his mind as 

an overturned bottle of wine, intoxicating and relentless, "Chase! Bite! Tear! 

Chase! Chase!" I think I sense these thoughts, if that is what such basic firings of 

neurons can be called in the brain of this abused beast. Each one spills into his 

body as sharp as an unseen needle. The fence is in reach. One more burst of 

speed. Almost there. Almost. 

 

GET TO THE... 

 

I am eleven years old. Having convinced my mother that I am old enough to 

travel to the restroom alone at this strange, huge ballpark, I leave her side as 

self-assured as Alexander. In mere steps, my confidence has waned to but a 

fraction of what it was moments earlier. I do not know where the restrooms are, 

but my pride won't allow me to return to my seat and ask my mother such a 

simple question. Gathering the courage to proceed, I enter the river of fans 
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traveling to and from concession stands littered around the ballpark. The giants 

swarm around me as if I am nothing. I feel like nothing. I feel small, weak, alone. 

A sign. The crude outline of a man appears in the distance. I carefully shift 

through the endless stream of people toward safety. The door feels heavy as I 

throw my meager weight against it. It opens. The cool, foul air of the restroom 

smacks into my senses like a dirty, wet cloth. Despite the filthy leavings of 

previous occupants, comfort afforded by the solitude settles on my shoulders. 

Approaching a urinal, I perform the task I had come to do and turn to wash my 

hands. I am no longer alone. 

 

In the doorway, a man stands staring at me. His eyes narrow as he bends down 

low to look under the stall doors. His behavior is strange, and I sense that there is 

no good in this man. Racked with confused worry, my brain sends a single signal 

over and over again: GET OUT. I move to the sinks to feign washing my hands at 

least until the man removes himself from the doorway. He does, but not in a 

manner of which I might take advantage. He approaches me directly. His hand 

lands on the back of my neck, and I attempt to flinch away from his grip. He has 

me by the back of my shirt. I writhe. If someone comes in, they will see this and 

put a stop to it. I scream and buck. If someone comes in, I'll be saved. If 

someone. 
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GET TO... 

 

I am sixteen years old. My cheeks blush with every attempt at conversation. 

Even as I strive to think of interesting topics or stories, I rack myself with analysis. 

Am I eating too fast? Too slowly? Am I sweating too much? Do I look nervous? 

Does she like me? Is she just being nice? We finish our meal. The check comes. 

The meal is much more expensive than I had anticipated. I have just enough 

money to cover it, but only have enough to give the server a thirty-seven cent 

tip. I blush in shame, chastising myself, "It was stupid not to bring more money! 

You're stupid. So stupid." I haven't been listening to her and now she is 

expectantly silent. I beg her forgiveness as one would beg to be taken back by 

his wife after an affair. She laughingly grants me forgiveness and repeats herself. 

She wants to know where we are going next. I hadn't planned on anything else. 

I stupidly tell her that it will be a surprise. I console myself with the fact that it 

technically isn't a lie because it will be just as much a surprise to me as to her. 

We get into my car. Again, I chastise myself, "You didn't open her door! Nice 

work. You've ruined the entire evening. Idiot." 

 

We need a place to go. Shifting the car out of park, it comes to me. Park. We'll 

go to a park. We drive around frantically searching for a park that is both out of 

the way yet not a haven for murderers and psychopaths. As the car makes a 
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sharp left through a residential neighborhood, I see it. A well-lit grassy park with a 

single swing set. Perfect. We walk around the grassy field for what seems like an 

hour until we finally sit on a bench situated between two tall lampposts. Falling 

into silence, I begin to sweat again as I contemplate my next move. I jerkily slide 

my hand over hers. She turns to face me, expectant. Inexpertly, I lean in too fast 

to kiss her, but slow my approach enough at the last moment to keep the kiss 

from becoming an embarrassing clash of skulls. As our lips touch for the first time, 

I feel my heart skip a beat. We pull away from each other slightly and smile 

awkwardly. My heart skips another beat. Another. My excitement over 

successfully pulling off the kiss is displaced by another feeling. Something is 

wrong. My heart skips again, then whirs into an unexpected and seemingly 

random rhythm. Her smile falters. She asks me what is wrong. My answer is 

nothing more than a croak. She understands. The world dims. Help. I need help. I 

need. 

 

GET... 

 

I am twenty-three years old. It is now. I cannot remember the last few moments. 

Or has it been only a single moment? I recall the pain of the first step, the torque 

of my hips, GET TO THE BOY. My hands are full of blood, bloated. What an odd 

sensation. Hair in my mouth. I recently had a haircut, but I like to keep it long. It 
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reminds me that I don't have to conform to be successful. The day is hot. Is it 

unseasonably hot? Maybe; probably not. The boy. He is close, small. My fingers 

near him. I can see each of his hairs distinctly as they flutter in a short, hot 

breeze. The dog behind me. No, that was before. So long ago. A moment ago. 

The man who. No. Blood rushes through my ears. My heart skips, flips, 

somersaults. I ignore it. The boy. The boy. The boy. My fingers, so close. I can see 

the ridges of my fingerprint as the first few hills and valleys disappear down the 

back of the boy's collar. All at once, I have him. In a single fluid motion, I draw 

him toward me. The moment is unexpectedly intimate. I do not know his name. 

He is too young to even say mine. The crawl of time allows a thousand thoughts 

to cross my mind. What will he do? Will he disobey his parents? Will he treat his 

wife well? Will he even have a wife? Will he like girls? Will he like boys? Will he 

find love? Will he have children? Will he graduate from college? Will he be 

honorable? Will he find value in friends? Will he like the taste of beer? Will he get 

a good job? Will he have a meaningful job? Will he be a good man? Please, 

God, let him be a good man. Let him be a good man. God. Let him. And my 

arms piston out, forcing the boy away from my embrace faster and faster and 

faster. He is away from me, now. He collides with a man I take to be his father. 

The father's hands close around the boy. The boy is safe. The boy is safe. The boy 

is.   
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The speeding truck connects. Shattering glass. 

 

Darkness. 

 

 

 

 

Light. 
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celebrations of life 

 

Whale Tale 

 

tanga mccullough 
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celebrations of life: amsterdam, the netherlands 
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human portraits 

 

love 

 

loving her was a mistake 

phyllis jackson 

 

 She made me crazy with passion; everything seemed alive!  I never 

thought that love could be like I could not breathe; loving her made me feel as 

though the air had lifted me high above the world!  Her presence made me 

dizzy as a spinning top that whirled out of control.  Velvetiness was her touch 

causing me to have earthquake tremors all through my full presence!  She 

made me crazy or was I already crazy with her passion?  My heart would beat 

like a loud drum when I heard her voice; just being in her universe I felt a 

heaviness that caused me to feel that I needed the scent of her.  My 

completeness needed to smell her sweetness, her essence.  I never felt like this 

before in my life, I was weak, unable to function, losing the ability to know what 

to do or where to turn, I was in an abyss like a scared child who was falling fast 

not knowing where or when I would hit the bottom.  Even now that we are no 

longer together, I sometimes struggle with what I am supposed to be doing!  

Never before or since has a woman made me drunk with giddiness that even 

now is bittersweet. 
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 I have had other relationships but none were very happy.  They for the 

most part were abusive, whether the women of my past had physically beaten 

me, treated me like I was a child who needs to be disciplined; I was not loved.  

Always wanting someone who would love me the way I loved her; she was that 

special someone I wished for so many nights when I lived on the streets of North 

Philadelphia. I can still remember living on the streets, seeing couples holding 

hands or walking side by side laughing smiling at each other, them not even 

caring about nothing but each other.  That is what I wanted, but that is not what 

I ever had, but now after many years of the memories that have pass by just as if 

they were water  carrying away the color of ice cream Tuesdays and juicy 

mango Mondays. She showed me the passion that raged in me like a volcano 

that seething underground waiting for the right moment too explode with the 

force of a earth awakening revelation of womanhood! So when my Dad moved 

me here in June of 2008, I had decided to just retire from any type of 

relationship.  I knew then like now I will grow old alone, I should have just stayed 

that way.  I first saw this angel the Sunday I was asked to be on Mother Helen’s 

team.  This church I was going to when I first came to Tennessee was right across 

the street from my Duplex.  Not knowing anyone but my dad and my step-

mother, my dad told me I had to go to church I did not have to attend his, but I 

needed to go to somebodies church. I was going across the street, and this 

woman who I would eventually call “Mother” asked me would I be on her team.  

The church was having a “Pew Rally” it was at three o’ clock, so I reluctantly 
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said okay. “Bam! Wow! Golly Gee! Batman! There she was an angel!”  Not 

knowing her name I was immediately struck with a feeling of awe.   

 She was captain of her team, and I found myself watching her every 

move.  I was star struck, I found myself applauding for her team that was an 

oops! Mother said “do not clap for them, clap for our team!”  Hell, I had never 

even heard of churches having a pew rally!  So instead of clapping I did what 

everyone else was doing, saying the stuff you would say at a regular rally.  Well, 

Mother’s team lost, but the beautiful angel I had looked upon her team won!  I 

smiled to myself lying awake in bed about one in the morning, remembering her 

movements, her smile and the sex appeal that oozed from her presence. I have 

heard of people being in a trance, but never did I think that I would be the one 

having this experience, for the first time in my life I felt like I was not the Svengali!  

Here I was “stuck like Chuck, starving like Marvin, acting just like Olivia, the slave 

lost and turned out!”  Now that it’s going on three years since our break-up, I still 

smile softly at the faded memories.     
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Human portraits: essay 

Priceless Boogers 

Keri Burns 

 

I remember a time, not so far from the present, when it was all about me.  I was 

the baby of the family and I absolutely had my father wrapped around my little 

finger.  We didn’t have a lot of money, but if there was something I wanted, my 

daddy did his best to make sure I was happy.  I stayed up late and woke up 

usually mid to late afternoon.  I came and went as I pleased and often felt very 

wrongly entitled.  I was selfish to say the least.  I lived my life to please myself—

and I liked it.  Life was good, easy.  I can’t pinpoint the moment things started to 

change.  There was a paradigm shift.  A progression of sorts from child to adult.  

The self-centered things that had been of most importance to me began to slip 

away.  My mind started to spin in odd directions, ones that I only heard of in 

movies and read about in romance novels.  Suddenly, I thought life didn’t need 

to be simply about Keri.  It needed depth, change, evolution.  I needed a family 

of my own.  I needed to advance from singular to plural.  I would no longer 

dwell on this planet as a lonely dot, I would expand.  So, that’s what happened.  

“Me” became “us”—plus one, then another, and another.  I had three children 

in four years.  I was a newlywed and a new mom.  This was it, my identity as I 

had known it was gone!  I had transitioned from an egotistical, selfish, single 
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person to full on wife and mother.  Nobody prepared me.  At times, I was 

mortified.  In hindsight, I see myself fading away long before any drastic, 

tangible change occurred, but it was palpable family that transformed me from 

what I was to what I had always hoped to be.  

I remember as a child wearing a shirt over my head and pretending to be the 

most beautiful bride there had ever been.  In high school, my journal was full of 

pages of my future children’s name.  It was my purpose in life to be a wife and 

mother.  I’m not sure if everyone dreamt of this, but I certainly did.  I had 

rainbow colored daydreams of how my forthcoming future life would be.  My 

children would never feel embarrassed by me as I did, sadly so, of my parents.  

There would never be any raised voices or harsh words.  I would be that mother 

who woke up beautifully every morning and whose children danced around her 

delightfully all wearing Battenberg lace pantaloons.  We would play “Ring 

Around the Rosies” in the soft, misty sunlight that seeped in through our second 

story plantation house window.   

This reverie came quickly to a screeching halt.  Suddenly, I was covered in vomit 

and urine, and found myself very often screaming over the sounds of Jay Jay 

the Jet Plane and Angelina Ballerina.  Where had my silence, my safe place, 

gone?  I was overwhelmed.  My naïve dreams had caused this unbalance of 

what I had imagined being and what I actually was.  I always smelled like poop 

and most always was wearing boogers—neither of which belonged to me.  I 
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was lucky to go to the bathroom alone and a shower was a real luxury.  I very 

often felt like a failure—a wired haired, butt wiping, booger wearing failure. 

I constantly felt the struggle between the “me” I was and the “me” I was thrust 

into—unprepared, unknowing, inexperienced, and immature.  My head 

continually rang with cries.  They were not always the cries of my children.  Very 

often, they were the cries of the lost person I was, the person I felt was slipping 

further and further away.  Some days I felt so very close to a revolution.  I would 

fight this, I would buck the system!  This can’t be the mom life.  If so, why didn’t 

anyone tell me?  I guiltily wished the years would speed to a time when my 

children would need me less, a time when I could be me again.  I thought how 

nice it would be when I didn’t have to peel crusty snot off faces and catapult 

ever growing children into car seats while my arms still burned from the weight of 

cradling an un-happy infant for hours.  Having a family had created a very 

deep, sometimes aching change within me. 

The days flew by me like a whirlwind.  I scorn the thought of ever wanting the 

time to hurry.  I miss the laughter of toddlers.  I miss the hardened Spaghetti O’s 

that were always stuck to my feet.  I miss their messy bath times and soap 

mustaches.  I long to hold them in my arms again and to feel their profound 

dependence.  I wish I had cherished their rosy faces more.  I wish I had played 

more.  I wish I had laughed more.  I know now I was never slipping away.  Never 

did my family ever threaten my existence.  I was shifting into the person I was 
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destined to become, into the woman I had always wanted to be.  I am who I 

am because of them.  They gave me a purpose, a cause and they made me all 

I ever imagined being as a child.  Roberta Wyatt writes, “A cause can have 

effects that reach far into human and non-human existence” (371).  I never 

existed before family.  I was a lonely dot, now I have the world.  

My children are growing.  They soon will start readying for their new lives.  My 

daughter undeniably is already dreaming of her life to be.  I ran across her book 

of future baby names.  What do I say to prepare her?  How do I let her know 

there will be times when she feels like disappearing?  Do I tell her of the 

struggles?  I have decided the answer is no.  What will I tell my daughter, 

someone’s future bride, someone’s destined, loving, doting but tired and 

overwhelmed mother?   My answer will be simple.  I will look deeply into her 

excited eyes and I will tell her all the boogers are worth it!     
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views of the world 

from ground zero 

 

 

dr. karen bowyer 
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contributors 
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Dr. Karen Bowyer 

I spent part of Easter Sunday at Ground Zero this year. I experienced many 

conflicting feelings as I viewed the soaring structure near the site of the Twin 

Towers. I was proud to see that we had dared to build again but I was sad to 

think of the human tragedy and suffering which resulted from the attack of 

September 11, 2001.  
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 Keri Burns: I am a 38 year 

old wife and mother of three. I enjoy music and writing. I am a member of PTK 

and will be a sophomore next semester and am majoring in Social Work. After 

graduation I plan to attend the University of Memphis to pursue my bachelor’s 

degree. 
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 Anna Callis is a freshman at Dyersburg 

State Community College. She is pursuing a career in zoology. Anna draws, 

writes, and takes photographs of landscapes, animals, and many other things. 
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 Amber Carlisle: DSCC Alumna, 

Associate Degree in Applied Science (Nursing), Graduated 2011. I am 35 years 

young and am currently employed as a night shift RN Supervisor at the 

Highlands of Dyersburg.  I have 3 daughters, ages 15, 11, and 9 who are, by far, 

my greatest accomplishments. 
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 Dr. Carol Feather is Chair of DSCC’s Music 

Department.  She is the only remaining full-time faculty member who started 

teaching at DSCC from its beginning.  She is originally from Latrobe, PA (the 

home town of Mr. Rogers of Mist Roger’s Neighborhood).  She has traveled 

extensively; her trips include a Mediterranean cruise, the Galapagos Islands,  

the Arctic, the Antarctic, and Russian (when it was still behind the Iron Curtain). 
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  Phyllis Jackson is a current 

student at DSCC and Is interested in writing and the language arts.  Her writing 

shows a fascination with similes and metaphors that help to convey such 

emotions as love, fear, death, happiness, and sadness. 
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  Dr. Teri Maddox traveled to Cuba 

October 2014 with a group of college and university faculty and administrators, 

as well as staff from the Tennessee Consortium of International Studies (TnCIS). 

We hope to be able to provide students with an option to study abroad in Cuba 

summer 2016. We visited the hotel where students will stay and visited with artists, 

historians, teachers, museum curators, theater producers, and musicians who 

would provide cultural activities for students. 
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Scott Maness: As an English teacher, he has been inspired by the Southern 

literature of Mark Twain, William Faulkner, Harper Lee, and Tennessee Williams. As 

a result, he began taking photographs around West Tennessee of rustic views 

such as decrepit mansions, ancient sharecropper shacks, old barns, out-houses, 

country roads, river docks, town alleyways, and other out-of-the-way locales. 

Then, Scott used his computer to transform these scenes into an alternate reality 

where the numinous emotions of history still saturate the South. His artwork drips 

with the distilled flavors and aromas of Southern history, such as the New Madrid 

earthquakes, the Trail of Tears, Civil War battlefields, overwhelming river floods, 

and unrestrained tornadoes. 
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 Eli McCaig: I am a student at DSCC 

who will be transferring to UT Martin. I enjoy superheroes and movies. The main 

reason is because they taught me the most when it came to doing what is right 

and wrong. Those heroes are what inspire me to write my own stories. To quote 

Spider-Man, "With Great Power Comes Great Responsibility." 
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 Tanga McCullough: I grew 

up on a small farm in Kentucky.  My mother left the tobacco fields to give birth 

to me and soon, I followed her back into the fields. I continued working in the 

fields until I decided college was a better option for me. While I love my roots, I 

have enjoyed working in some form of educational institution since college. My 

daughter loves the outdoors and through her I have traveled to many places 

that are beautiful - I love sharing my memory of those places with others – but I 

suppose the outdoors still reminds me of tobacco fields and struggle; so just give 

me the indoors and a good book – and I’ll be happy. 
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 Dr. William Northcutt teaches 

writing and literature at DSCC.  He has taught several times for the TnCIS 

program in France, Belgium, Holland, and Germany, and he will teach there 

again in 2015 and 2016.  His photos are from Amsterdam and Paris during July 

2014.  Recently he has finished the rough draft of a novel, Skinner, a shocking 

and uncensored tale published in rough draft form on Facebook (FB page is 

called “Skinneroo”—not intended for young readers).  He plans to start revising 

during his stay in Europe.  In his free time, he hangs with family and dogs, plays 

guitar, sings, and writes songs.   
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 Ashley Sandlin loves to draw and 

do crafts. She is always full of energy and candy, and loves to make new friends. 

An alumna of DSCC, Ashley now works as a tutor in our Academic Success 

Center and is always happy to help students.  She is a skilled anime artist and 

has been included in several issues of Dyer Statements, taking the front cover in 

2014. 
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 Aaron Smith: In his short 

career, Aaron has been called many things: hero, leader, Steward of the White 

Tree, and hero. Aaron has accumulated an extensive collection of seasonal 

salt/pepper shakers, which he presents at local and regional kitsch meet-ups. 

Among his many acquisitions are a yellow belt in Bahraini Ninjitsu (stolen from a 

nine-year-old) and the heart of one lucky octogenarian. When not challenging 

public figures to feats of strength, Aaron enjoys tailgating the elderly, time travel, 

irresponsible investing, and inciting revolutions in South American countries. 

Aaron is 213th in line for the throne of Denmark and just missed election to the 

Holy See of Saint Peter when he lost to Joseph Ratzinger in a tie-breaking game 

of Jumanji. 
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  Shirley Smith: My 

father served in the Army for several years.  He was stationed in Italy for a couple 

of years in World War II.  While in Italy, he met a German prisoner of war.  My 

father showed the POW a small photo of my mother he carried in his wallet.  This 

German drew with pencil on about an 8"X 10" piece of paper a beautiful 

rendering of the photo.  In my late teens I discovered this drawing on the top 

shelf of my father's closet while helping my Mom with spring cleaning!  My Dad 

told me the story behind the lovely drawing of my Mom.  As a surprise gift I 

framed the cherished drawing for my parents.  Decades later I took an art class 

at Indiana Wesleyan University.  One of my art projects was to enlarge a favorite 

portrait or photo.  I then attempted to recreate the 1940's drawing in proportions 

of approximately 32" X 38".  My parents would have been pleased to know that 

my recreation of their WWII family treasure traveled to Lexington, Kentucky as 

part of a juried art show at the Talon Winery.  I am the Coordinator of the 

Academic Success Center at Dyersburg State Community College. 
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  Therese Warmath: I graduated with an 

Associate of Applied Science degree in Computer Information Technology in 

2012.  In the fall 2012 semester, I began working with the DSCC Tutoring Center, 

and am now the Tutoring Center Assistant.  When the Tutoring Center is closed in 

the summer and winter sessions, I assist with Career Counseling and various other 

tasks for the Student Center. This past year, I was given the opportunity to fill the 

position of Project Coordinator for the Get Ready! Program. I’m always looking 

out there for the beautiful sights of Nature! 
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